The Committee met three times from September 1994 through August 1995

The PEC took the following actions:

1. Elected Professor Gil Snyder as faculty vice chair.

2. Approved a recommendation to redeedicate and install on the lawn in front of Mellencamp Hall a recently re-discovered Wisconsin Veterans Union memorial plaque that had originally been dedicated in November 1975 but never installed.

3. Reviewed, without action, the Campus Non-smoking policy.

4. Received periodic updates of the capital budget projects.

5. Approved the recommendation of the School of Business Administration to name three rooms in the SBA building. The recommendations were forwarded to and subsequently approved by the Board of Regents.

6. Approved a recommendation by the Facilities Design Advisory Committee to accept a waste-ash cement sculpture donated by the Wisconsin Recycling Engineering Foundation and designed by Professor Narendra Patel. It is located between the Physics and Engineering buildings and its construction was supervised by Professor Patel.

7. Approved the Parking and Transit Budget presented by the Transportation Subcommittee. The budget included a decrease of $.80 in student segregated fee support for UPARK/UBUS, a segregated fee increase of $.05 in support of inflationary increases for the Women’s Transit Service, an increase in the annual disabled parking permit fee from $235 to $360 (the latter being the cost of a regular permit), a $5 increase in the annual third shift permit (from $35 to $40), and an increase in campus parking violation fines so as to be more commensurate with penalties incurred from street parking violations.

8. Reviewed, without action, the policy that had been adopted in April 1994 for accommodating male riders on Women’s Transit.

9. Reviewed the various space reassignments that had taken or are about to take place on campus.
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